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ABSTRACT: We present a comprehensive computational study
of NH2 (radical) solvation in a water nanodroplet. The ab initio
Born−Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simulation shows that
NH2 tends to accumulate at the air−water interface. The
hydrogen-bonding analysis shows that compared to the hydrogen
bond of HNH··OH2, the hydrogen bond of HOH··NH2 is the
dominant interaction between NH2 and water. Due to the loose
hydrogen-bonding network formed between NH2 and the
droplet interface, the NH2 can easily move around on the
droplet surface, which speeds up the dynamics of NH2 at the air−
water interface. Moreover, the structural analysis indicates that
the NH2 prefers an orientation such that both N atom and one of
its H atoms interact with the water droplet, while the other H
atom is mostly exposed to the air. As a result, the NH2 radical
becomes more accessible for reaction at the water interface. More importantly, the solvation of NH2 modifies the amplitude of
vibration of the N−H bond, thereby affecting the Mulliken charges and electrophilicity of NH2. As such, reactive properties of
the NH2 are altered by the droplet interface, and this can either speed up reactions or allow other reactions processes to occur in
the atmosphere. Hence, the solvation of NH2 on water droplets, in chemistry of the atmosphere, may not be negligible when
considering the effects of clouds.

■ INTRODUCTION
Ammonia in the atmosphere is largely a result of biosphere−
atmosphere interactions at the Earth’s surface with emission
sources from living organisms, vegetation, and the combustion
of biomass.1−4 In the atmosphere, NH3 can be attacked by OH
radical and undergo chemical oxidation:

+ → +OH NH H O NH3 2 2 (1)

Atmospheric oxidation of NH3 is a major source of NH2,
which is believed to have significant influence on other N-based
trace gases in the troposphere, e.g., NOx, N2O, due to the
following oxidation reactions:5−8

+ → +NH O NO H O2 2 2 (2)

+ → +NH NO N H O2 2 2 (3)

+ → +NH NO N O H O2 2 2 2 (4)

Because of the important environmental implications for
these reactions, they have been extensively investigated using
various experimental methods, which allow an assessment of
the production or destruction of NOx or N2O. Based on
previous experimental studies,9 the upper limiting reaction rates
for the oxidation reactions 2−4 were 0.1 L mol−1 s−1. Such low
reaction rates might rule out their atmospheric significance;
however, this view needs re-evaluation because most published
models on the oxidation of the NH2 radical assume that the

NH2 is entirely in the gas phase. Effects of aerosols and clouds
have not been considered for the NH2 radical. In the
atmosphere, aerosols and clouds also play crucial roles in
atmospheric chemistry. Water on a cloud surface can adsorb or
react with small radicals and affect/perturb their concentrations
in the atmosphere.10,11 One such radical is NH2 which can be
present on water droplets for a long time due to high reaction
barrier with water (see Figure S1). Moreover, the solvation
structure of the NH2 radical on cloud droplets may affect the
radical’s orientation and reactivity, which can influence reaction
processes to a large extent.12,13 Lastly, heterogeneous reactions
are often involved for radicals in clouds, which might allow
otherwise forbidden chemistry to occur in the atmosphere.14,15

As a result, the interaction of NH2 radicals with water interfaces
is important to understand, how oxidation reactions of NH2 are
impacted by the presence of clouds or aerosols in the
atmosphere. This has not been addressed for the NH2 radical.
Few experimental studies on cloud droplet−radical inter-

actions have been reported in the literature due in part to the
challenges of measuring radical reactivity and lifetime in water
droplets.16 Recently, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been successfully applied to investigate the interaction
between important atmospheric species, such as OH, ClO, and
HO2 radicals, and water droplets.16−18 These simulation results
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have provided a new picture of the behavior of small radicals at
a water droplet interface. As mentioned above, the interaction
between NH2 radical and a cloud droplet is largely unknown
nor is the solvation structure of NH2 in clouds known. In view
of the lack of data, the aim of this study is to provide insight
into the accommodation behavior, structure characteristic, and
electronic properties (hence reactivity) of NH2 radical at the
air−water interface, which may bring new insights into the
oxidation of NH2 at atmosphere. Toward this end, we perform
the first ab initio Born−Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
(BOMD) simulations at the gradient-corrected density func-
tional theory (DFT) level with inclusion of semiempirical
dispersion correction to investigate structural and dynamic
properties of an NH2 radical interacting with a water
nanodroplet.

■ COMPUTATION METHODS
In the BOMD simulation, the water droplet composed of 191
water molecules and 1 NH2 radical. The dimension of the
simulation box is x = 35 Å, y = 35 Å, z = 35 Å, which is large
enough to avoid interactions between adjacent periodic images
of water droplet. To ensure equilibration of the droplet/NH2
system, two very different initial positions for the NH2 radical
are considered. As depicted in Figure 1, NH2 is initially placed

either in the interior region (RNH2−COM ≈ 0.3 Å) or in the

surface region (RNH2−COM ≈ 9.5 Å), where RNH2−COM denotes
the distance of NH2 from the center of mass (COM) of the
water droplet. Prior to the BOMD simulation, each system is
fully relaxed using a spin-polarized DFT method to account for
the unpaired electron on the NH2 radical. Specifically, the
Becke−Lee−Yang−Parr (BLYP) exchange−correlation func-
tional is selected for the structure relaxation and BOMD
simulations. The BLYP functional has been examined by many
previous researchers for BOMD simulations, and it gives very
reasonable results.19−21 A combination of Gaussian DZVP basis
set22 and auxiliary plane waves for expanding electron density,
together with the Goedecker−Teter−Hutter (GTH) norm-
conserved pseudopotentials23,24 for treating core electrons, is
adopted for the DFT calculations. Grimme’s dispersion
correction method25,26 is employed to combine with the
BLYP functional, which can give overall more accurate
properties of liquid water.27

All the BOMD trajectories are generated in the constant
volume and constant temperature (NVT) ensemble, with the
Nose−Hoover chain method for controlling the temperature of
the system. The integration step is set as 1 fs, which has been
proven to achieve sufficient energy conservation for the water
systems.28 The total simulation times are 147 and 200 ps,
respectively, assuring that the NH2 can reach their equilibrium
positions. All BOMD simulations are carried out using the
CP2K program.29,30

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface Preference. Propensity of the radical at the air−
water interface can play a key role in its uptake and chemical
reactions in clouds.11,31−33 We initially speculated that the NH2
radical might exhibit bulk preference based on the following
two factors: (a) The NH2 radical can act as both as a hydrogen-
bond donor and acceptor and (b) NH2 has a similar size and
structure as a water molecule. Both factors may lead to an
energetically favorable interaction between NH2 and a water
droplet, thereby resulting in NH2 uptake into the droplet.
Contrary to this speculation, the “out-layer preference” of NH2
is seen in our BOMD simulations. As shown in Figure 2A, the
distance between NH2 and the COM of water droplet
(RNH2−COM) is plotted as a function of time. The horizontal
dashed line located at 10.5 Å is defined as the air−water

Figure 1. Initial positions of the NH2 radical in the water droplet: (A)
at the surface region (RNH2−COM ≈ 9.5 Å), (B) in the interior region

(RNH2−COM ≈ 0.3 Å), where RNH2−COM denotes the distance of NH2

from the COM of the water droplet. The light blue dash lines
represent hydrogen bonds. Red: O; white: H; blue: N.

Figure 2. (A) The distance between NH2 and the COM of water droplet versus the simulation time. Here, the horizontal dashed line located at 10.5
Å is defined as the air−water interface position. (B) The residence time of NH2 at different distances between NH2 and the COM of water droplet.
The analysis is based on the BOMD trajectory with NH2 being initially placed near the surface region.
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interface position (see Figure S2 for the reason for this
definition). When NH2 is initially placed in the interior region,
the NH2 appears to be driven gradually toward the air−water
interface in the course of the 200 ps BOMD simulation (see
Movie S1). When NH2 is initially placed near the surface
region, the NH2 moves back and forth near the border of the
interface. Both simulations indicate an “out-layer preference”
for the NH2 in water nanodroplet. To better understand this
“outer-layer preference” behavior, we record the “residence
time” of NH2 at different distances of RNH2−COM in Figure 2B.
Here, the resident time is computed (or defined) based on the
probability that NH2 stays at the specific shell (±0.1 Å from the
distance RNH2−COM) of the water droplet during the course of
simulation. From Figure 2B, one can see that the NH2 radical
shows longer residence time at the surface of water droplet
(note the peak is located at about RNH2−COM ≈ 9.5 Å). In other
words, the NH2 tends to accommodate at the air−water
interface.
Radial Distribution Functions for H2O−H2O and NH2−

H2O. Another structural feature that illustrates the “outer-layer
preference” of NH2 is the radial distribution functions (RDFs)
for H2O−H2O and NH2−H2O as shown in Figure 3. The unit
of RDF used here is arbitrary in the sense that it is a relative
unit of measurement to show the relative atom distribution
versus the distance between two concerning atoms. For water
in the interior region of the droplet, the RDF of HOH··OH2
shows the formation of hydrogen bonds among water
molecules. Integration of the first peak leads to the hydration
numbers of 1.95 (Figure 3B). For NH2 radical in the interior
region of the droplet, the N atom appears to form a relatively
weak hydrogen bond with surrounding H atoms in water (see
RDF for HOH··NH2), which gives a small hydration number of
1.02, about half of that of O (H2O) in the interior region. The
RDF for HNH··OH2 shows that the terminal H atoms in NH2
form no obvious hydrogen bond with surrounding O atoms
(see green curve in Figure 3A and the lowest green bar in
Figure 3B).
Figure 4 illustrates a snapshot of BOMD simulation in the

early stage, where it shows that the neighboring O and H atoms
in different water molecules can form hydrogen bonds with the
hydration number being approximate 2 for O atoms (the
hydration number for H atoms is half of that of O atoms).
However, for NH2, the N atom can form a relatively weak
hydrogen bond with the surrounding water, and the hydration
number is just about 1. As such, the NH2 radical is not
energetically favored to be integrated into the dynamic
hydrogen-bonding network formed in the interior region of
the droplet. So it is gradually driven to the air−water interface.
For water molecules at the surface, the first peak of the RDF

for HOH··OH2 is notably lowered, giving a hydration number
of 1.37. However, for NH2 at the surface, the first peak of RDF
for HOH··NH2 does not show an obvious change compared to
that in the interior region of the droplet. The corresponding
hydration number is 1.13, close to that (1.37) for HOH··OH2
of surface water. As such, the NH2 radical can be integrated into
the looser hydrogen-bonding network in the outer-layer of the
droplet, binding with an interfacial H2O through the hydrogen
bond after arriving at the surface (RNH2−COM > 10.5 Å).
Next, the detailed adsorption behavior for NH2 at the air−

water interface is analyzed, including the hydrogen-bonding
network, conformational dynamics, orientation, and electronic
properties of NH2 radical. Considering the equilibrium position

of NH2 being at the air−water interface, the analysis is based on
the BOMD trajectory with NH2 being initially placed near the
surface region.

Figure 3. (A) Radical distribution functions (in arbitrary unit) for
NH2−H2O and H2O−H2O. Red curve represents RDF for HOH··
OH2 in the interior region of droplet, the dash red curve represents
RDF for HOH··OH2 in the surface region, the blue curve represents
RDF for HOH··NH2 in the interior region of droplet, the dash blue
curve represents RDF for HOH··NH2 in the surface region, and the
green curve represents RDF for HNH··OH2. (B) Histograms of
hydration number calculated by integrating the first peak of the RDF
curves. Colors of histograms correspond to those of relevant RDF
curves.

Figure 4. Snapshot at early stage of BOMD shows the NH2 radical
interacts with H2O (middle); H2O interacts with H2O in the interior
region (upper) and at the surface (bottom) of the droplet.
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Hydrogen-Bonding Network Surrounding NH2. The
interaction between NH2 and water droplet is mainly
contributed by the hydrogen bonds. First, the average number
of hydrogen bonds formed by NH2 and water droplet is
calculated. Our model specified a hydrogen bond between NH2
and H2O, if the O−N distance was <3.5 Å and simultaneously
the angle N−O···H or O−N···H was <30°.34 The calculated
average number of hydrogen bonds formed between NH2 and
water is 1.50 at the air−water interface. Among them, 1.00
hydrogen bond is attributed by the hydrogen bond of HOH··
NH2, whereas only 0.50 hydrogen bond is attributed by the
hydrogen bond of HNH··OH2. This result implies that the N
atom can form more hydrogen bonds with water droplet than
that of the two H atoms in NH2, which is consistent with
previous RDF analysis.
To gain deeper understanding of the hydrogen-bonding

network surrounding NH2 radical, six typical hydrogen-bonding
complexes are considered as shown in Figure 5A. (Definition
for the six hydrogen-bonding complexes is given in the
caption.) The histogram of Figure 5B shows the probabilities
of these complexes. It can be seen that Config4 and Config5
exhibit the highest probability, which accounts for nearly 80%
of all complexes. These results indicate that the N atom tends
to form one hydrogen bond with surrounding H atoms during
all the simulation time. And for the two H atoms in NH2, there
are two different situations. In about half of the simulation time,
one of the two H atoms can form a hydrogen bond with the
surrounding O atoms. In the remaining simulation time, no
hydrogen bond is formed by any of the H atoms in NH2.
Meanwhile, it can be seen that the probabilities of Config1 and
Config2 are very small, which means the NH2−water can
hardly form dense hydrogen-bonding networks.
To evaluate the strength of the hydrogen bonds of HOH··

NH2 and HNH··OH2, the corresponding structural parameters
(e.g., H··O, H··N bond lengths and N−O···H, O−N···H
angles) of all six complexes are calculated (see Table 1). First,
one can see that the average bond length of HOH··NH2 is
much smaller than that of HNH··OH2 in nearly all the
complexes. Even for Config1 and Config3 where two hydrogen
bonds of HOH··NH2 are formed with the N atom at the same
time, the bond length of HOH··NH2 is still shorter than that of
the HNH··OH2. Meanwhile, the angle of O−N···H is much

larger than that of N−O···H. Both results indicate that the
hydrogen bond of HOH··NH2 is much stronger than that of
HNH··OH2. The strength of the hydrogen bonds can also be
verified by the interaction energy between NH2 and water in
Config5 and Config6. We use the MP2/6-31+G(d,p) level of
theory implemented in Gaussian 09 package35 to optimize both
structures. The counterpoise method is used in computing the
binding energy to account for the basis set superposition errors
(BSSEs) for the hydrogen-bonded systems. The computed
interaction energy of Config5 is 4.93 kcal/mol which is much
greater than that of Config6 (2.84 kcal/mol). This result also
confirms the findings from the BOMD simulations.
Next, we study the dynamic stability of the hydrogen bonds

between NH2 and water by computing the correlation function
C(t). The correlation function C(t) of the hydrogen bond
lifetime for HOH··NH2, HNH··OH2 is given by36

∑⟨ ⟩ =
=

C t
N

h h t( )
1

[ (0) ( )]
S i

N

i i
1 1

S1

(1)

where NS1 is the hydrogen bond number, hi(t) is 1 or 0 for a
hydrogen bond formed or broken at time t.

Figure 5. (A) Six typical hydrogen-bonding complexes between NH2−H2O. Config1 corresponds to 2 HOH··NH2 and 1 HNH··OH2 hydrogen
bonds. Config2 corresponds to 1 HOH··NH2 and 2 HNH··OH2 hydrogen bonds. Config3 corresponds to 2 HOH··NH2 hydrogen bonds. Config4
corresponds to 1 HOH··NH2 and 1 HNH··OH2. Configure5 corresponds to 1 HOH··NH2 hydrogen bond. Config6 corresponds to 1 HNH··OH2
hydrogen bond. The blue dash lines represent hydrogen bonds. For atom color codes see caption of Figure 1. (B) Histograms of probabilities of
different hydrogen-bonding complexes.

Table 1. A Summary of Computed Geometry Parameter (H··
O, H··N Bond Lengths and O−N···H, N−O···H Angles) of
Six Complexes
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Computed C(t) (Figure 6) shows that the decay rate of the
correlation function of the lifetime for HOH··NH2 is much

slower than that of HNH··OH2. It indicates that the hydrogen
bond of HOH··NH2 is more stable due to the stronger
hydrogen-bonding interaction. In summary, the average

number, strength, and lifetime of the hydrogen bonds show
that the interaction between NH2 and water is dominated by
the HOH··NH2 interaction.

Orientation of Water in the First Hydrated Shell
Around NH2. The orientation of a water molecule relative to
the NH2 can be uniquely defined by two angular coordinates,
θμ and φ.

37,38 The θμ is the angle formed by the vector between
the water oxygen and the center of the NH2 radical rO⃗N, and the
dipole moment vector of the water molecule μ⃗, where rO⃗N
points in the direction of the NH2. The coordinate φ is the
angle made by the projection of rO⃗N onto a local XY-plane and
the local X-axis which is normal to the H−O−H plane.
First, the radius of the first hydrated shell around NH2 is

confirmed by radial distribution function (RDF) between NH2

and H2O (see Figure S3). Next, joint probability distributions
P(θμ,φ) for water molecules within the first hydration shell are
computed and depicted in Figure 7A,B (NH2 in the surface and
interior regions, respectively). For comparison, the joint
probability distribution P(θμ,φ) for water molecules around a
H2O is also computed using the same method (see Figure 7C).
Based on the computed P(θμ,φ), the sketches for the
orientation between NH2 and H2O, H2O and H2O in the
high probability region are depicted in Figure 7D−F,
respectively.

Figure 6. Correlation function of the hydrogen-bond lifetime for
HOH··NH2 and HNH··OH2.

Figure 7. Joint probability distributions P(θμ,φ) computed for water molecules within the first hydration shell of the NH2 radical are depicted in (A)
for NH2 in the surface region and in (B) for NH2 in the interior region, respectively, and that around a H2O molecular is depicted in (C). Red
denotes high probability, while blue denotes low probability. The sketches for the orientation between NH2 and H2O, H2O and H2O in the high
probability region are depicted in (D, E, and F).
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For NH2 at the surface, the dominant orientation (Figure
7D) is such that both NH2 and H2O are in the YZ plane due to
the hydrogen bond of HOH··NH2. It indicates that the
interaction between NH2 and water droplet at the surface is
mainly contributed by the hydrogen bond of HOH··NH2,
consistent with the analysis in the Hydrogen-Bonding Network
Surrounding NH2 section. The orientation between H2O and
H2O depicted in Figure 7F is similar to that shown in Figure
7D. Such an orientation is preferred due to the hydrogen-bond
formation between water molecules. Unlike the orientation of
H2O−H2O or H2O−NH2 at the surface, there exist two
dominant orientations for NH2 in the interior of the water
droplet (see the sketches in Figure 7D,E). Figure 7E shows a
relatively large θμ due to the hydrogen bond of HNH··OH2.
Interestingly, the angle φ in Figure 7E is found to have a
relatively wide angle range from 45° to 90°. This feature
suggests that the hydrogen bond of HNH··OH2 is less stable in
the water droplet, which may be viewed as a type of hydrogen-
bond defect. This hydrogen-bonding defect may give an
explanation for the NH2 migration from the interior of the
water droplet to the air−water interface.
Diffusion Coefficients of NH2. First, the dynamic property

of NH2 at the air−water interface is computed. The diffusion
constant (D) can be evaluated from the mean square
displacement (Figures S4 and S5) using the Einstein’s diffusion
equation:39

| − | =r t r Dt( ) (0) 62
(2)

As shown in Table 2, the computed diffusion constant of the
radical NH2 is 1.57 × 10−5 cm2/s, larger than the self-diffusion

constant of water molecules in the interior region (Dw = 6 ×
10−6 cm2/s). This result indicates that the NH2 exhibits
relatively high mobility at the water−air interface. On the other
hand, when the NH2 is initially placed near the surface region,
the NH2 radical exhibits oscillatory movement at the water−air
interface during the simulation, implying low mobility. To

reconcile the apparent contradiction, we decompose the
diffusion constant of the NH2 into two terms: one due to
angular motion and another due to radial motion. It can be
seen that diffusion of NH2 in the radial direction is indeed very
small and even can be neglected compared with the angular
diffusion. So the larger diffusion constant of NH2 is mainly due
to motion in the angular direction. This is consistent with the
previous finding, i.e., NH2 only forms a loose hydrogen-
bonding network.

Orientation of NH2. Next, preferred orientation of NH2 at
the outer-layer of droplet is analyzed. Three typical
configurations (I, II, and III) are shown in Figure 8A
(definitions for the three configurations I, II, and III are
given in the caption). Because the orientation of the NH2 is
largely affected by the surrounding water molecules, it
constantly changes as the NH2 moves back and forth crossing
the boundary of the air−water interface. In Figure 8B, we plot
the probability of configurations I, II, and III versus RNH2−COM.

It can be seen that in the whole range of RNH2−COM,
configuration III has the highest probability, indicating that
the N atom tends to be located such that its distance from the
COM of the water droplet RN‑com is between RH1‑com and
RH2‑com. Moreover, the probability of configuration I increases
gradually as RNH2−COM becomes larger, suggesting that as NH2

migrates to the surface, the N atom tends to be closer to the
COM than the other two H atoms. This feature can be ascribed
to the hydrogen-bond formation between N (NH2) with H
(H2O). When the NH2 is at the surface, the configuration I
allows the N (NH2) and H (H2O) to form hydrogen bonds
more easily.
Although configuration I is favorable for hydrogen bond

formation HOH··NH2 at large RNH2−COM, one may ask why the
probability of configuration III is higher than that of
configuration I. To address this question, the microstructure
of configuration III should be analyzed in more detail because
configuration III is energetically favorable for the coulomb
interaction between H1 (NH2) (the H atom with shorter
distance to COM of droplet) and O (H2O). To evaluate the
microstructure for configuration III, the average angles of θ1
and θ2 as shown in the inset of Figure 9A are computed as a
function of RNH2−COM. It can be seen that θ2 is about 5° for all

Table 2. Diffusion Coefficient (D) of NH2 in the Outer-
Layer of the Water Droplet

NH2-total NH2-radial NH2-angular

D (10−5 cm2/s) 1.57 1.47 0.10

Figure 8. (A) Definition of configuration I, II and III. RN‑com, RH1‑com and RH2‑com represent the distance between N (NH2), H1 (NH2), and H2
(NH2) with COM of water droplet, respectively. (H1 is the hydrogen atom in NH2 with shorter distance to the COM of water droplet).
Configuration I corresponds to RN‑com < RH1‑com < RH2‑com. Configuration II corresponds to RN‑com > RH2‑com > RH1‑com. Configuration III corresponds
to RH1‑com < RN‑com < RH2‑com. (B) The probability for configurations I, II, III versus the distance between NH2 and COM of the water droplet.
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RNH2−COM. Approximating θ2 as a constant of 5°, the angle of θ1
should be in the range from 0° to 87.5° (see Figure 9A). If the
microstructure for configuration III does not have a preferred
direction, the expected average value for θ1 should be
approximately 43.75°. However, only when the RNH2−COM is
small enough, θ1 is close to the expected value. As
RNH2−com increases, θ1 becomes larger. This result indicates
that as NH2 moves to the air−water interface, the H1 atom
keeps moving away from the droplet. This allows the N atom to
form a hydrogen bond with water more easily. Above analysis
indicates the interaction between NH2 with H2O is mainly
contributed by the hydrogen bond of HOH··NH2. Adjusting
the configuration III with large θ1 (nearly 70° at large distance

of NH2−COM) can still retain the dominant hydrogen-bond
interaction between N (NH2) with H (H2O), while minimizing
the coulomb potential for H1 (NH2) with O (H2O) to some
extent. The angle distribution of θ1 and θ2 at different
RNH2−COM (see Figure S6) also indicates that the θ1 tends to

distribute at larger angle as NH2 moves to the outside, while the
distribution of the θ2 almost keeps constant. Overall, the
simulation results indicate that the most probable configuration
for NH2 radical at the air−water interface is when the NH2

interacts with surface water via both the terminal H1 atom and
N atom. Such an orientation of NH2 on the surface suggests the
H2 (the H atom with longer distance to the COM of the water
droplet) of NH2 tends to be exposed outward. As a result, the

Figure 9. (A) Definition of θ1 and θ2. θ1 is the angle between the N−H1 bond and N···COM line. θ2 is the angle between N···COM line and H1···
COM line. The lowest θ1 corresponds to the configuration such that N−H1 bond is parallel to N-COM line (θ1 = 0). The highest θ1 corresponds to
the configuration such that RN‑COM = RH1‑COM (θ1 = 87.5°). (B) The average value of θ1 and θ2 versus the distance between NH2 and COM of water
droplet.

Figure 10. Time evolution of (A) the length of N−H bond, (B) Mulliken charge of N in NH2, (C) Mulliken charge of an H in NH2, and (D)
LUMO energy of NH2, within a very short period (100 fs) for a gas-phase NH2 radical and for NH2 in the water droplet. The black curve represents
the NH2 in the gas phase; the red and blue curves represent the NH2 at the air−water interface with the distance between NH2 and the COM of
water droplet being about 9.47 and 8.05 Å, respectively (see insets in (A)). The initial time t0 is arbitrary.
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NH2 radical becomes more accessible for reaction at the
surface.
Vibration of NH2. Vibration of the N−H bond can affect

the coulomb interaction and chemical reactivity. Figure 10A
compares the amplitude of vibration of the N−H bond in the
gas phase and at the air−water interface. It can be seen that in
the gas phase, the amplitude of the N−H bond vibration is
much smaller compared to that at the air−water interface.
Comparing the amplitude of vibration of the N−H bond at
different RNH2−com, it appears that the vibration becomes
stronger as NH2 moves to the interior region of water droplet.
The vibrational spectra of NH2 are computed via the Fourier
transformation of the velocity autocorrelation function (see
Figure S7). For NH2 in the gas phase, the spectrum exhibits
three vibrational peaks at 1515, 3327, and 3413 cm−1,
respectively, corresponding to the H−N−H angle bending,
symmetric and asymmetric N−H stretching modes, respec-
tively. For NH2 in the droplet, the positions of the three peaks
are not significantly changed from those in the gas phase. This
is reasonable as NH2 radical cannot form strong hydrogen
bonds with the water droplet.
Atomic Charges of NH2. The atomic charges for NH2 (N:

−0.236, H: 0.118) are very small. As a result, it can be hardly
polarized by water. Figure 10B,C depicts time evolution of the
Mulliken charge of N and an H atom in NH2 radical. Clearly,
the magnitude of Mulliken charge exhibits a similar trend as
that of the N−H bond. In the water droplet, the N and H
atoms can carry more charges in some periods. This implies
that other radicals with opposite charges in the atmosphere
would be attracted more strongly by NH2 in the droplet,
thereby increasing their collision probability for reaction.
Because the Mulliken charges can be basis-set dependent, the
natural charges are also computed, using the natural bond
orbital analyses,35 to verify the charge oscillation behavior (see
Figure S8).
Solvation effects on the chemical properties of the NH2

radical can be analyzed via the highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals, HOMO and LUMO. As seen
from the electron distribution with frontier orbitals (Figure S9),
the HOMO is contributed by the water molecules, whereas
LUMO is contributed by the NH2 radical. The latter indicates
NH2 is electrophilic, which would be attacked by nucleophilic
species in the atmosphere. The solvation effects on electro-
philicity of NH2 can be seen from Figure 10D where the
LUMO frontier orbital energies of NH2 in the gas phase and at
the air−water interface are compared. Unlike the oscillation of
the N−H bond and Mulliken charge, the oscillation of frontier
orbital energies is not strictly periodic. Again, however, the
amplitude of the oscillation becomes larger for NH2 in the
water droplet. The LUMO energies of NH2 at air−water
interface can be 0.71 eV lower than that in the gas phase.
[Calculated LUMO energy vibration at different Δt and
RNH2−com (see Figure S10) also shows the same tendency.]
Such large decrease of the LUMO energy suggests significant
enhancement of electrophilicity for NH2 radical, which can
either speed up the reaction with nucleophilic species or allow
other kinetically unfavorable processes to occur in the
atmosphere.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, properties of NH2, one of most abundant
radicals in the atmosphere, are studied using BOMD

simulations. The results show that NH2 tends to be at the
air−water interface. Hydrogen-bonding network analysis shows
that compared to the hydrogen bond of HNH··OH2, the
hydrogen bond of HOH··NH2 is the dominant interaction
between NH2 and water. Due to the loose hydrogen-bonding
network formed between NH2 with water droplet, the NH2 can
easily move around at the droplet surface, which can speed up
dynamics of NH2 at the air−water interface. Structural analysis
indicates that the most probable orientation for the NH2 radical
at air−water interface is the configuration III with the NH2
interacting with droplet via both N atom and its H atom. As
such, the other H atom of NH2 is mostly exposed to the air,
and the NH2 radical becomes more accessible for reaction at
the water surface. More importantly, the solvation of NH2
modifies the amplitude of vibration of the N−H bond, thereby
strongly affecting the Mulliken charges and electrophilicity of
NH2. Compared to NH2 in the gas phase, the NH2 at the
droplet surface can carry more Mulliken charge and become
more electrophilic. Such a change in electronic properties will
impact the reactivity of the NH2 radical in the atmosphere. In
other words, the solvation effect for NH2 cannot be neglected
in the chemistry in atmosphere and hence cannot be ignored in
atmospheric models of chemistry in the atmosphere, especially
when considering cloud effects.
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